
Your time is valuable. Don’t spend more 
time than necessary in the EHR. 
NextGen® Mobile, integrated with NextGen® Enterprise EHR, makes delivering 
and documenting care easier. Access information and perform tasks in the EHR 
on a mobile device, from anywhere at any time. 

All NextGen Enterprise users have access to NextGen Mobile. Your practice 
can choose to upgrade to Mobile Plus or Mobile Pro at any time for more 
advanced features and offerings. 

“NextGen Mobile is a spectacular tool to 
help maintain patient relationships and 
develop new ones by not being tied down 
or strangled by your keyboard EHR. I love 
Mobile because it makes the opportunity 
to interact with a patient that much easier.”
Brian Heimer, MD 
Medical Director of Digital and Virtual Health 
American Health Network, Optum 

Dictation Options 
NextGen® Ambient Assist 
This revolutionary AI tool significantly 
reduces post-visit note completion 
time, as SOAP notes are generated 
upon the visit’s end and can be 
reviewed within seconds.

NextGen® Speech-to-Text 
Automatic voice-to-text technology 
captures your dictation and converts 
it to text for you to edit. 

NextGen® Virtual Live Scribe 
A scribe virtually joins your visit and 
documents the patient encounter. 

NextGen® Remote Scribe Services
A recording of your dictation is sent 
to a scribe who documents the 
encounter.

NextGen® Transcription Services 
Your dictation is sent to a 
transcriptionist who reviews and  
edits the text. 

Level Up: Document Your Way  
NextGen Mobile tiers 
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BETTER STARTS HERE.
Contact us at 855-510-6398 or email results@nextgen.com.

Three tiers to suit the specific needs of your practice:

Feature Mobile Mobile Plus Mobile Pro

Access clinical data  

Prescribe (eRX & EPCS)

Access PAQ

View schedule

Secure messaging (internal)

Tasking

Upload images

e-Sign & scan documents

Charge and diagnosis capture

Tap templates (enter discrete data)

Orders (coming soon)

AI patient summary (coming soon)

AI decision support (coming soon) 

Transcription Services**

Remote Scribe**

Virtual Live Scribe**

Speech-to-Text* 30 mins per month

Ambient Assist* 5 encounters per month 5 encounters per month

* Dictation option

** Dictation option that requires additional fees


